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Abstract: Two general classes of concepts measured by patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) are abilities and feelings. Over the past several decades, there has been a significant progress in measuring both. Nevertheless, current multi-item scales are subject to criticism related to scale length, score dimensionality, interpretability, cultural bias, and insufficient detail in measuring specific domains. To address some of these issues, the author offers an alternative perspective on how questions about abilities and feelings could be formulated. Abilities can be defined in terms of a relationship between the level of performance and the associated perception of difficulty, and represented graphically by an ability curve. For feelings, it may be useful to measure frequency and intensity jointly to determine the proportion of time in each level of intensity. The resultant frequency × intensity matrix can be presented as a bar graph. Empirical data to support the feasibility and validity of these approaches to PROM design are provided, potential advantages and limitations are discussed, and some future research avenues are suggested.
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Introduction

Measuring health outcomes by self-report is now widely accepted by the medical research community and patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs) play an increasingly important role in healthcare. 1 PROMs are useful for evaluating the effects of medical interventions and measuring disease burden in populations. PROMs can also be used to monitor progress in individual patients, improve doctor-patient communication, and help clinicians assess the needs of their patients. 1,2

Methods for PROM development and validation have evolved over the past several decades. The dominant methodology originated in psychometric theory as applied in education and psychology. 3,4 The vast majority of modern PROMs use multi-item scales to measure selected aspects of health, referred to as domains or constructs and regarded as latent variables. Qualitative methods are routinely applied to develop an item pool and statistical methods are used to select the final items and show that the scales measuring each domain are valid, reliable, and responsive to change. 4-6 Validation often involves assessing if the scales are unidimensional and whether the scores correlate with other variables as expected. Increasingly, item response theory (IRT) is applied to select the items and calculate the score. 6,7

Despite the progress in health measurement methodology, a potential problem with current PROMs that may pose a barrier to a wider use of such measures in a clinical setting is score interpretability. 8-11 There are several reasons why scores from PROMs may not be easily interpretable. Scores are often based on many items, pertaining to a range of different activities or experiences, in order to ensure content validity for scales designed to measure relatively broad concepts. Domain names, such as mobility, physical function, usual activity, vitality, self-efficacy, psychological distress,
or emotional role limitations, may reflect the underlying latent constructs as defined by the PROM developers but have less meaning to the clinical user. For a clinician, interpretation of scores for such domains may be difficult without the knowledge of the actual items. In a clinical context, responses to individual questions can be more meaningful than numerical scores derived from multi-item scales and converted to standard deviations above/below a population mean or percentage of the maximum possible score.\(^4\) In computer adaptive testing, individual items are considered exchangeable (different patients respond to different items), which makes interpretation even more difficult. Furthermore, the cognitive processes involved in formulating a response to PROM questions are poorly understood.\(^11\) It seems likely that many questions are interpreted differently by different people, leading to incomparability of responses.\(^11,12\) In addition, most PROMs are developed in high-income countries, often in English. Translation and cultural adaptation of PROMs is a challenging and time-consuming process. Despite best efforts, bias resulting from differences in meaning is hard to avoid, especially for items that involve culture-related concepts or activities.\(^13\) Finally, the key assumptions of measurement models used in developing and validating PROMs, such as scale unidimensionality and item (local) independence, may be violated even in the presence of apparently acceptable results of standard statistical tests.\(^14\)

Some of the aforementioned issues can be addressed by applying modern statistical methods. For example, multidimensional IRT models can be used to analyze pools of items that assess multiple constructs.\(^15\) Latent variable mixture models may increase measurement invariance between individuals by improving item selection and score estimation methods.\(^16\) Advances in understanding response processes may suggest better approaches to item development.\(^17\) A review of these and other improvements in psychometric methods would be a useful exercise, but is beyond the scope of this commentary.

The intention of this article is to offer a different perspective on how some problems with score interpretability might be approached in the development and application of PROMs. The approach suggested here involves measuring more specific, explicitly defined domains, and modifying the way questions pertaining to these domains are asked and responses are presented. The proposed approach is not meant to replace the dominant methodology or advance psychometric theory. Rather, the author hopes that the viewpoint presented here may encourage more discussion about ways to improve PROM’s interpretation and increase their use by clinicians.

**Classification of Health Outcomes**

PROMs are often classified into measures of physical, mental, and social health,\(^18\) although many other classifications have been proposed.\(^19\) However, from a measurement point of view, it may be useful to classify health domains measured by PROMs into two types, abilities and feelings. This simple classification is useful because abilities and feelings differ in some key characteristics and may, therefore, require different approaches to the development and validation of measures for each. In this framework, abilities refer to things people do (activities), for example, ability to walk, think, or work. Feelings include emotions, such as being sad or anxious, and sensations (symptoms), such as pain or fatigue.

An important difference between abilities and feelings is that feelings are inherently subjective (internal), whereas abilities can be (and often are) measured with the help of an external observer and/or a physical measurement device. Another difference is that abilities tend to be relatively stable, whereas feelings fluctuate more frequently and rapidly over time.\(^20,21\) It should be clear that abilities can change, eg, due to an accident or disease, and some feelings can be quite persistent. Nonetheless, questions about frequency or duration are commonly employed in PROMs when measuring feelings but are considered less relevant for assessing abilities. The distinction between abilities and feelings is not always obvious because there are strong and reciprocal causal relations between them, a fact that is often utilized for measuring both. A subjective feeling of difficulty associated with activity is important for measuring abilities, for example, in questions asking about difficulty walking a specified distance, and interference with activities is critical for measuring feelings, for instance, in questions asking how much pain interferes with daily activities.

**A Model for Measuring Abilities**

In self-report measures of physical abilities, the typical approach is to select a sample of activities, ask about difficulty or limitation in performing these activities, and combine the responses into a summary score using standard psychometric
methods. Examples are measures of mobility, upper extremity function, or overall physical function.\textsuperscript{22} Such measures combine many different abilities, for example, walking, running, standing, climbing stairs, dressing, doing chores, or playing sports. For each ability, difficulty is usually assessed for a single, selected level of performance, eg, walking 1 km or climbing 2 flights of stairs. Self-report measures of mental abilities are developed using similar principles and may include items about ability to think, remember, and concentrate.\textsuperscript{22} These types of scales may be susceptible to the problems with score interpretability discussed previously, such as ambiguity about the concept being measured, multidimensionality, or a lack of measurement invariance.

How can interpretability of ability measures be improved? It may be noted that the level of difficulty with a given activity depends on the level of performance that can often be defined in physical units of distance, weight, speed, duration, etc. Rather than defining ability as a latent variable reflected by a score on a multi-item scale (where each item is an independent measure of the underlying construct), ability could be thought of as a relationship between the level of performance and the associated perception of difficulty.\textsuperscript{23} This relationship can be elicited by asking a series of ordered, linked questions and presented as a (monotonic) \textit{ability curve}. For example, to measure ability to walk, we can ask about difficulty walking different distances ranging from, say, 10 m to 10 km (Figure 1). This seems straightforward for simple physical activities, but the general approach might be applicable to other types of activities, including mental activities. A summary score for a given ability, corresponding to the area under the ability curve (integral of the ability function), can be estimated as a simple sum of difficulty scores for each level of performance. A summary measure combining several abilities into an overall score can be obtained as well, if desired, using standard statistical methods such as factor analysis. To this end, each ability curve (or area under the curve) can be treated as an independent “item”, scored on a numerical scale. Properties of individual questions can also be analyzed, although this would require statistical models that do not consider such questions as independent.

\textbf{A Model for Measuring Feelings}

Current PROMs include questions about a large number of specific feelings (emotions or symptoms) combined into broader constructs such as anxiety, depression, anger, fatigue, or pain.\textsuperscript{24} Other measures ask multiple questions about interference of a particular feeling, for example, pain, with different activities. Alternatively, multiple symptoms are included in a symptom checklist whereby each symptom is measured by a single question.\textsuperscript{25}

The problems with scale interpretability, including multidimensionality, concept ambiguity, or a lack of cultural equivalence in measures of feelings are similar to those we have seen with abilities. In particular, integrating different feelings into a single score may not always be warranted. For example, it is common to define depression or anxiety as

\textbf{Figure 1} A hypothetical ability curve for walking.
a condition that encompasses a range of different feelings. Items measuring depression may ask about being depressed as well as being unhappy, sad, disappointed in oneself, pessimistic, discouraged about the future, emotionally exhausted, a failure, helpless, hopeless, worthless, and so on.\textsuperscript{24} It is possible that these feelings are caused by a single biological mechanism or that the adjectives describing them are semantically equivalent and, therefore, measure the same latent construct of depression. However, in some contexts, it may be beneficial to avoid the assumption of a latent construct and instead assume that each item measures a slightly different and potentially useful concept. For example, a question about being hopeless measures hopelessness and a question about being helpless measures helplessness.\textsuperscript{26}

Another problem is that current PROMs routinely ask about either frequency (or duration) of each feeling and ignore intensity (severity) or ask about intensity and ignore frequency.\textsuperscript{22} It should be clear that both intensity/severity and frequency/duration are important to measure for all feelings. For example, being a little anxious sometimes is clearly different from being very anxious sometimes. Similarly, knowing the average intensity of pain, fatigue, or anxiety over a period of time is not sufficient, and can be meaningless, if these feelings fluctuate. In fact, it is well established that reports of average intensity are strongly influenced by peak and end-of-period intensity.\textsuperscript{27} When feelings are measured by interference with or impact on activity, it may not even be clear if the questions pertain to frequency or average degree of interference.

It is suggested here that the above problems with score interpretability could potentially be mitigated by asking about intensity and frequency of feelings \textit{jointly}, in order to estimate the amount of time in each level of intensity/interference. In this model, the patient is asked several linked questions about a particular feeling to complete the frequency $\times$ severity matrix. For example, we may ask about the amount of time with any pain, and with pain that interferes with none, some, most, and all activities. The results can be presented graphically, e.g., as a single “stacked” bar with different colors representing different severity levels and the size (length) of each part of the bar representing the time in each level (\textit{Figure 2}). A summary measure for each feeling can be derived as a weighted sum, whereby each intensity level is given a weight and is multiplied by the proportion of time in that level. The weights may not be equally spaced and can be derived empirically, for example, using preferences.\textsuperscript{28} If psychometrically or conceptually justified, scores for different feelings can be combined into an overall measure of a broader concept in the same way individual items are combined in conventional measures.

**Feasibility and Measurement Properties**

The approach to measuring abilities discussed here was first described by Kopec more than 2 decades ago.\textsuperscript{23} In a more recent paper, Kopec et al provided data from an online population survey among 1089 members of the Canadian...
The authors have shown that the approach is feasible and the scores are reliable and valid. Test-retest correlation coefficients were 0.89 for walking, 0.88 for running, and 0.81 for lifting. Men reported higher abilities than women. Scores correlated with the domains of the SF-36 and CAT-5D-QOL questionnaire, as expected. The study also provided detailed population data on these abilities not available from current PROMs, including IRT-based measures. For example, the study found that about 14% of older Canadians had difficulty walking 10 m, 22% had difficulty waking 100 m and 38% had difficulty walking 1 km, while 15% were unable to run 10 m and 51% had difficulty lifting 10 kg.

In the same online survey of older Canadians, Kopec et al measured pain, fatigue, anxiety and depression using the approach proposed here. Survey questions were generated following a focus group with patients with chronic conditions. Each feeling was measured using 4 questions with 5 categorical responses each, asking how much of the time the respondent experienced a specified level of each feeling during the last week. The levels were described in terms of activity interference. Examples of observed individual patterns are shown in Figure 2. Average time distributions for symptom levels varied according to gender, number of chronic conditions (Figure 3), as well as use of medication and health services. Scores on all four scales correlated as expected with the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale, SF-36, and CAT-5D-QOL domains.

**Discussion**

In this article, the author briefly reviewed potential problems with the interpretation of scores from modern PROMs and suggested alternative ways to formulate questions and calculate scores for commonly measured health domains, classified as either abilities or feelings. Specific abilities can be measured in terms of ability curves, depicting the relationship between the well-defined performance level and the associated perception of difficulty. A score for each ability can be conceptualized as the area under the curve. If needed, different abilities can be combined into an overall score. For measuring feelings, it is possible to assess frequency and intensity (or interference) jointly in order to determine the amount of time in each level of intensity. The result of measurement can be presented visually as a bar graph. A score for each feeling, which can be interpreted as burden associated with a particular (negative) emotion or symptom, can be obtained as a sum of the time in each level multiplied by intensity weight and expressed as a percentage of the maximum burden. Scoring relative to a population norm is also possible. Similar feelings can potentially be merged into measures of broader concepts. Preliminary evidence of feasibility, validity and reliability of the approaches proposed here has been provided.
It is useful to note two conceptual differences between the instrument design suggested here and the usual approach to PROM design rooted in modern psychometrics. First, most current measures, including those based on IRT, generally assume that items asking about different activities or feelings can measure the same underlying construct and unidimensionality can be demonstrated statistically (this applies to reflective scales; formative indices are not discussed). Here, the design requires that all items ask about the same activity or feeling and unidimensionality is achieved conceptually. Second, standard measures assume that all items measuring the same construct are locally independent, that is, conditional on the construct, responses to different items are not correlated. In the proposed model, items measuring the same ability or feeling are assumed to be logically and causally related and are considered jointly.

The proposed models for measuring abilities and feelings might potentially offer some practical advantages compared with current PROMs, such as greater interpretability and more detail in assessing narrowly defined concepts, although it should be emphasized that these advantages are hypothetical at this time, as empirical evidence is not yet available. These advantages may be more important in a clinical setting, where assessment is often individualized and focused on areas most relevant to the patient.

Using items asking about the same activity or feeling may diminish any potential ambiguity as to what construct is being measured, while specifying the level of performance in physical units may make it easier for the clinical user to imagine what the responses mean in practical terms, thus enhancing score interpretability. Standard PROMs often include items that specify the level of performance. For example, there are 3 items about walking different distances in the SF-36.\textsuperscript{29} An important distinction, however, is that these items are treated as independent and are not selected or designed specifically to derive an ability curve. Because the ability curve depicts, in a systematic way, the amount of difficulty for all levels of performance for a specific activity, it may be easier to interpret than a numerical score based on items covering a range of different activities at arbitrarily selected levels. Similarly, a frequency × intensity matrix may provide a more comprehensive and detailed assessment of a specific feeling than separate items about frequency or average intensity because it identifies fluctuations in intensity and, therefore, may better approximate the theoretical ideal, ie, continuous assessment of intensity over time. This might also help reduce peak and end bias associated with standard questions about average intensity.

In the proposed approach, the maximum and minimum possible scores may be more likely to represent absolute extremes than maximum and minimum scores in many current measures. For example, the highest score for ability to walk may be logically described as no difficulty walking a very long distance, such as 10 km, and the lowest as unable to walk a very short distance, such as 10 m. Similarly, the highest vs lowest score for anxiety would be obtained when reporting very severe anxiety all the time vs no anxiety at any time. Such extreme scores naturally derive from the design of the instrument and should not depend on a particular item bank or population norms. In addition, it might be easier to design measures such that significant ceiling or floor effects are avoided.

It is unknown at this time if the proposed strategy may be preferred in dealing with response shift, and generally, assessment of change in abilities or feelings over time. It is possible that greater specificity in defining performance levels when assessing abilities may help reduce potential bias in responses. With respect to measuring feelings, empirical data are needed to determine if the suggested design is subject to bias in measuring change to the same extent as standard measures.

Finally, this method of formulating questions may facilitate translation and cultural adaptation of PROMs. Although more research is needed, it seems possible that a set of linked questions that explicitly pertain to difficulty with a single activity across the full range of well-defined performance levels, or a single feeling across a full range of frequency and intensity, might be easier to translate to other languages and achieve cultural comparability than an item bank that covers a wide variety of activities or feelings at arbitrary or unspecified levels.

There are, however, several practical and conceptual issues related to the measurement approach proposed here that require more research and discussion. First, it is not obvious that there is a practical need for greater granularity in measuring abilities or feelings. For many users it may be more important to ensure comprehensiveness in assessing broader domains by including items covering a wider range of topics in a single scale. Second, traditional scales, by treating all items as independent measures of the same concept, offer greater flexibility in item selection and in generating scales of desired length, reliability, or information, especially when computerized adaptive testing is used.
Third, traditional scales of the same length may be more reliable and discriminating than the measures proposed here. Fourth, defining performance levels in physical units may be awkward for some types of activities, especially complex physical activities and mental activities. Fifth, responding to questions about time in different levels of intensity for a particular feeling may require more cognitive effort than responding to questions about frequency or average intensity independently. More research on how respondents interpret such questions is needed. Sixth, when questions are conceptually linked rather than independent, it may not be obvious how to deal with inconsistent responses, for example, non-monotonic ability curves or logically impossible distributions of time in different intensity levels. Seventh, the lack of independence between the items may require new psychometric models to analyze the properties of individual items.

Furthermore, critics might argue that the current proposal does not take into account recent advances in measurement theory, psychometrics, statistical methodology, and data science. Examples include the use of multidimensional IRT models when assessing multiple constructs, latent variable mixture models to improve measurement invariance, or progress in understanding response processes. Also, this proposal does not discuss the importance of patient engagement in measure development. Greater involvement of patients and other stakeholders in PROM development has arguably been one of the most important factors in improving the design of PROMs over the past two decades. When responding to such arguments it should be clear that the intention of the viewpoint presented here is not to advance measurement theory or change the way the vast majority of PROMs are developed and used. Rather, the objective is to stimulate discussion about alternatives to the standard PROM design that might help improve their interpretability and thereby increase their use, especially in a clinical setting. In selecting PROMs, there are often trade-offs between scale length, content validity, reliability, discrimination, interpretability, and other characteristics of the available instruments. A measure that is less reliable or discriminating may still be preferable if it is easier to interpret.

The proposed approach to health measure design might encourage new lines of research. For example, measuring feelings the way suggested here may facilitate the study of the relationship between language and emotions and help determine to what extent the adjectives and other phrases commonly used to describe feelings are semantically distinguishable in different languages and have a biological basis. Another potentially fruitful research avenue might be the study of the mathematical relationships between performance levels, conceptualized as a stimulus, and perception of difficulty, regarded as a response, somewhat analogous to research in psychophysics. The proposed strategy may also help in developing "gold standard" methods of measuring abilities, whereby the individual is asked to perform a given activity at systematically varied levels and the perception of difficulty is elicited multiple times during the test.

In conclusion, this article suggests possible modifications to the standard methods of asking questions about abilities and feelings in self-reported measures of health outcomes. As the importance of measuring outcomes from a patient’s perspective is increasingly appreciated, it is hoped that the ideas presented here will generate some interest among PROM users and developers.
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